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ABSTRACT 

THE TITLE OF YOUR MANUSCRIPT USES INVERTED PYRAMID 

FORMAT: USE ALL CAPS AND BOLD FONT 

By 

Firstname M. Lastname 

May 2016 

A word count of 150 words is recommended for abstracts by Master’s degree candidates 

because ProQuest Dissertations and Theses database uses the text of each candidate’s abstract as 

the abstract used in the item record of the database. Because of the design of the database item 

record screen, each abstract is cut off at about 150 words in the database. Doctoral level abstracts 

are cut off at 350 words in the database. All key concepts should be included in your abstract 

before these cut-off points. 

Begin page numbering with the abstract. Use lowercase Roman numeral ii for the first 

page of the abstract. Indent all paragraphs, and do not justify the right margin, which means the 

right edge of text should be ragged. Citations and direct quotes are not used in the abstract. As a 

point of reference, the word count at the end of this paragraph is 150 words.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 The formatting in this document illustrates the formatting rules laid out in the University 

Style and Format Guidelines for Theses, Project Reports, and Dissertations (California State 

University, Long Beach [CSULB], 2016), also known as the University Guidelines Manual, 

maintained by the Thesis and Dissertation Office and approved by the Dean of Graduate Studies 

at CSULB. The University Guidelines Manual lists all formatting rules in detail. The newest 

edition of the manual is available online at http://www.csulb.edu/library/guide/serv/documents 

/thesis_manual.pdf. 

 The text of this mini-manuscript does not cover all formatting rules. If you have specific 

questions about formatting your thesis, refer to the University Guidelines Manual or call the 

Thesis and Dissertation Office at 562-985-4013 or email lib-thesis@csulb.edu. 

Use of the Word “Thesis” for Brevity 

For brevity, wording throughout these chapters will refer to “thesis,” but all comments 

pertain to project reports and dissertations as well unless specifically stated otherwise. For 

instance, the title page at the beginning of this document uses wording for a thesis.  Examples of 

the wording used for a title page for a project report or a dissertation are included in Appendix A. 

Use of American Psychological Association (APA) Formatting 

A few in-text citations and a references list are included in the mini-manuscript to 

represent citations from a webpage, a journal article, a book, and a chapter in a book. Formatting 

rules detailed in the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (APA, 

2010) have been used for citation format as well as textual format (such as use of numbers and 

capitalization) because it is the predominantly used format among departments at CSULB. 
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Appendix D includes examples of Turabian formatting (footnotes and bibliography). Appendix E 

shows examples of references lists with numbered citation, one with bracketed numbers. 

One Inch Margins 

Use one inch margins for all margins for all pages throughout the document. That is, one inch 

top margin, one inch right margin, one inch bottom margin and one inch left margin. 

Definition of Terms 

 A list of definitions is often included in theses. This is the recommended formatting for 

definition of terms, although other arrangements can be used and still follow University 

Guidelines Manual rules. 

 Paragraph format: Paragraph format is a top priority in the University Guidelines 

Manual. The first line of each definition is indented like a paragraph. Italics (rather than 

underlining) is used for terms at the beginning of definitions to avoid confusion with third level 

subheads. Note that one space is used after the colon. Sentence style capitalization is used for 

terms being defined. 

 Uniform double line spacing: The blank space between lines of text is roughly equivalent 

to the measurement between the highest extended character of the font used and the lowest 

extended character of the font used. No extra blank space is allowed between titles and subheads, 

titles and text, subheads and text, or between paragraphs. If spacing between lines is too wide, 

select text before and after the gap and set line spacing to 0 pt.  

 Single spacing: Single spacing refers to spacing between words and should not be 

confused with single line spacing. Single spacing can be used after punctuation that ends a 

sentence in the text, usually periods, but also question marks and exclamation points. The single 

spacing rule applies to block quotes, table notes and figure captions. If superscript numbers are 
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used to designate footnotes, place them immediately after the end punctuation and then use 

single spacing after the superscript number. Double spacing may be used after punctuation at the 

end of sentences if it is used consistently in all chapters and the abstract. 

 Right justification: When text uses right justification, the right edge of the text is even. 

Right justification of text is not allowed by University Guidelines. The right edge of text should 

appear ragged.  
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CHAPTER 2 

PRELIMINARY PAGES 

Preliminary Pages Illustrated in Appendices 

 The preliminary pages require special attention because formatting requirements like 

page numbering and use of bold font vary. The formatting for some preliminary pages is 

demonstrated in the appendices.   

 Appendix B includes an example of a copyright page, which is optional. The copyright 

page may be included whether or not the document has been registered with the Copyright 

Office. If follows the title page and does not have a page number. 

 Appendix C includes examples of a list of abbreviations and a list of works. A list of 

abbreviations, which is optional, can be helpful to readers if the manuscript contains many 

acronyms. Each acronym must still be explained in text even if there is a list of abbreviations.  

Variation in Requirements for Different Pages 

 The preliminary pages can be the most difficult pages to format in your thesis. Table 1 

gives details about the formatting requirements for preliminary pages. The preliminary pages 

listed in Table 1 are listed in the order in which they should be arranged in the document. 

Title Page and Abstract 

 It is important to proofread the first two preliminary pages of your document several 

times to check for spelling errors and placement of lines of text. Be sure that the title of your 

thesis is formatted with the longest line first followed by progressively shorter lines (an inverted 

pyramid). The wording of the title and the line breaks of the title should match exactly on these 

two pages. Your name should also be an exact match. Use the name that you have used in your 

official university records. 
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TABLE 1. Breakdown of Requirements for Preliminary Pages  

Page Description Required or Optional Page Number Format 

Signature Page 

Not included in the manuscript! 
Required at time of thesis 
submission--but this page is 
stored separately in Thesis 
Office 

No page number 

Title Page Required No page number 

Copyright Page Optional No page number 

Abstract Required Begin page numbering with 
lowercase Roman numeral ii 

Acknowledgements Page Optional Lower case Roman numerals 

Table of Contents Required for all manuscripts that 
are divided into chapters     Lower case Roman numeral 

List of Tables Required for all manuscripts that 
have numbered tables Lower case Roman numerals 

List of Figures Required for all manuscripts that 
have numbered figures Lower case Roman numerals 

List of Abbreviations Optional Lower case Roman numerals 

List of Works 

Required for manu-scripts with 
CDs or DVDs containing 
multiple works that are referred 
to by number in the text 

Lower case Roman numerals 
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TABLE 1. Continued 

Page Description Required or Optional Page Number Format  

Preface Optional Lower case Roman numerals  

 
Note: A table must fill an entire page before continuing to a new page. If a table continues to a 
second page, no spanner line is used at the bottom of the first page. The next page begins with 
the word “TABLE” in all upper case letters and bold font, then the table number, then a period 
and one space, and then the word “Continued” with an upper case “C” and bold font. The 
column headers should be repeated as the first row of the continued table. Note that 11 point font 
is used for the data within the table for compactness. The table title and table note use 12 point.  
 

Table of Contents and Lists of Tables and/or Figures 

 The format of the table of contents has recently been simplified, but it still requires close 

attention to indentation, line spacing, and page number alignment, to name just a few of the 

details. Tab settings are no longer required to align page numbers to the right and create dot 

leaders. Table 2 lists Microsoft Word tab settings that can be used for alignment in a table of  

 
TABLE 2.  Tab Settings and Justification Settings for Table of Contents Used to Create 
Uniform Indentation and Align End Points of Dot Leaders and Right Align Page Numbers 
 

Table of contents element 
Tab 
setting 

Left or right 
justification 

Chapter title indent 0.25 Left 
Indent for lines that follow first 
line of title in a multi-line title 0.75 Left 
Dot leader (leader size = 2) 6.32 Right 
Page number (leader size = 0) 6.45 Right 

 
Note: The table itself can be centered, but the table title and table note must begin at the left 
margin. If the table title or table note is more than one line, single line spacing is used. Also note 
the alignment by decimal or assumed decimal of the numbers in the second column. 
 
contents. These tab settings can also be used to align page numbers in a list of tables or a list of 

figures as well. Other options for creating dot leaders and page numbers aligned to the right. The 
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alignment setting “Justify” can be used and dots manually inserted or the table of contents 

feature in Microsoft Word can be used. With either of these methods, line spacing and some 

indentation may need to be adjusted.  

 It is important to note that only the titles of major sections, including listings for each 

chapter title and appendix title is required for the table of contents. Headings above the column 

of page numbers or the column of chapter numbers should not be used in the table of contents, 

list of tables or list of figures. 

 The list of tables and list of figures are very similar to the table of contents. The title of 

each one is in bold font and all caps. Each listing begins with a number for the list of table and 

list of figures. Headline style caps are used for table titles (An Example of Headline Style of 

Capitalization) in the text and in the list of tables. Sentence style caps (An example of sentence 

style of capitalization) are used for figure captions in text and in the list of figures. In the list of 

figures, list only the words up to the first period of each figure caption.  
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CHAPTER 3 

THE FORMATTING OF CHAPTER TITLES WITHIN THE TABLE OF CONTENTS 

AND IN THE TEXT AND SUBHEAD FORMAT IN TEXT 

Formatting of Chapter Titles 

 Each chapter must begin on a new page. Chapter titles contain two elements. The first 

element begins with the word “CHAPTER” in all uppercase letters and bold font followed by the 

chapter number in Arabic numerals (1, 2, 3, etc.) in bold font. The second element contains the 

words of the title of the chapter in all uppercase letters and bold font. Fill a full line of text with 

the words in the title of the chapter before continuing to another line if the chapter has a long title 

and use uniform double line spacing between the lines. 

 However, for a chapter title requiring more than one line in the table of contents, single 

line spacing is required. 

Placement of Subheads Within Text 

 Throughout the ages, men and women have developed their skills of communication 

(Donawerth, 2002). One technique for informing and persuading is to arrange facts into logically 

progressive segments that lead to a conclusion. First level subheads are used to alert the reader to 

major topics being covered in each chapter. Second and third level subheads mark subdivisions 

within the major topics. The placement of the subheads within the text designates the hierarchy 

of the subheads. To maintain this hierarchy, the first subhead of each chapter must be a first level 

subhead and subheads must always be placed in first-second-third-level order (i.e., a third level 

subhead cannot immediately follow a first level subhead). 
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Formatting of First Level Subheads and Lower Level Subheads 

 First level subheads are centered on a line separate from text, and they are in bold font 

and use headline style capitalization. For headline style capitalization, the first word and all 

significant words are capitalized.  The definition of significant word varies between style guides. 

Figure 1 lists the types of words that are not capitalized in headline style caps.  

Line Spacing for Long First Level or Second Level Subheads That Take up More Than 
One Line 

 
 If a first level subhead or a second level subhead uses more than one line, use single line 

spacing within the subhead and double line spacing before and after it. Fill the first line of the 

subhead with text before continuing to a new line. 

Second Level Subheads and Lower Level Subheads 

 Second level subheads begin at the left margin on a line separate from text, and they are 

in bold font and use headline style capitalization. 

 Third level subheads. Third level subheads are very different from first and second level 

subheads.  Third level subheads are in bold font like the other levels of subheads. However, third 

level subheads are placed on the same line as text. Third level subheads are indented and end 

with a period before beginning the first sentence of the text. Third level subheads use sentence 

style capitalization in which the first word is capitalized as well as any word or words that would 

be capitalized in a sentence in the text. Table 2 has examples of sentence style caps. If a third 

level subhead fills more than one line, use double line spacing. 

Non-hierarchical heading: Sometimes a heading is needed that does not fit within the 

hierarchical arrangement of topics, like the definition of a term. Use italics for these headings 

with sentence style caps and a colon at the end. 
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FIGURE 1. Different formats of capitalization. All caps, headline style caps, and sentence 
style caps are the types of capitalization used within a manuscript. Notice how the figure is 
centered on the page when it is placed on a page with no text. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TABLES AND FIGURES 

Comparison of Formatting of Tables and Figures 

 Tables and figures are differentiated by formatting in several ways: 

1. Table titles are placed above tables and figure captions are placed below figures. 

2. Table titles do not have a period at the end. Figure captions do have a period at the end. 

3. Table titles use headline style capitalization—the first word and all significant words are 

capitalized. Figure captions use sentence style capitalization—the first word is capitalized 

and any word following a period is capitalized as well as any word that would be 

capitalized in a sentence in the text. Headline style capitalization is used for table titles in 

the list of tables and sentence style capitalization is used for the truncated figure captions 

in the list of figures. 

4. The font style for data within tables should be consistent for all tables in the document, 

the font size can be as small as 10 point font size if needed to fit rows and columns within 

margins. Font used in a figure must be legible, but it is not restricted by style or size.  

Color can be used in a figure as well as bold font. A table must have horizontal lines that 

span the width of the table at the beginning of the table (above the column headings), 

below the column headings, and at the end (below the last row of the table). Other lines 

(horizontal and vertical for grid design) are optional. A figure can be enclosed with lines 

on all edges or not enclosed with lines. 

5. The complete table title should be listed in the list of tables. In the list of figures, only the 

words of the figure caption up to the first period should be listed. 
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Tables and figures have many similarities: 

1. Table titles, notes to tables, and figure captions use font style that matches the font style 

of the text and use 12 point font style. Table titles and figure captions use bold font, but 

notes to tables do not use bold font 

2. Table titles, notes to tables, and figure captions begin at the left margin and fill the fill all 

the way to the right margin before continuing to a new line.  

3. If a table title, a note to a table or a figure caption is longer than one line, single line 

spacing is used. 

4. The heading that begins table titles (TABLE) or figure captions (FIGURE) uses all caps, 

followed by the number and then a period.  

5. Tables and figures are assigned the next consecutive whole number in sequence as they 

are mentioned within the main text. Numbering that designates sequence within each 

chapter (e.g., 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 2.2., 2.3, etc.) is permitted if that type of hierarchical 

numbering is used for chapter subheadings. 

6. The wording of each table title or figure caption (and the page number location) must 

match exactly in the text and in the list of tables or list of figures.  

Placement of Tables and Figures 

 Tables and figures can be placed within text, or on a page without text, or in appendices. 

Figure 2 illustrates a frequent error made in the placement of tables and figures. Often people 

space down to begin a table or figure on the next page because that blank area is not big enough 

for the table or figure to fit. Rather than spacing down, continue to fill that page with text.  By 

referring to the table or figure by number, you alert the reader that relevant material is being  
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FIGURE 2. A page of text must be filled as much as possible with text. As a rule of thumb, 
more than an inch and a half of blank space between the last line of text (or bottom of table 
or figure) rarely occurs, either for a page with text only as illustrated above or for a page 
that contains text followed by a small table or figure. Tables 1 and 2 illustrate correct 
placement of tables or figures within text. This figure, which is centered top to bottom on 
the page illustrates correct placement of tables or figures on pages without text. 
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graphically presented. The reader can refer to the list of tables or list of figures if he or she 

cannot intuitively determine the location of the figure or table. 

Spacing Between Tables or Figures and Text 

 Extra spacing is required between tables and figures if they are placed on a page with 

text. Keeping track of this spacing during revisions of the text can be time-consuming. 

Therefore, it is recommended to choose to place figures or tables on the same page as text only if 

your thesis committee requires it. 

 One to three blank lines (of single line spacing height) are required above, below, or 

above and below a table or figure to create a visibly apparent break between the text and the 

table or figure. The blank space is approximately one quarter of an inch to one half of an inch.   

 Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate correct spacing within text. If there is no text above the table 

on a page, then the table begins at the top of the page as shown with Table 1.  If there is text 

above and below the table or figure, then there is extra spacing above and below the table or 

figure as demonstrated by Table 2. If there is enough room (after the one to three lines of blank 

space) to fit two lines of text or a subhead and two lines of text below a figure or table which has 

text above it, then those lines of text should be included on that page, as shown below Table 2. 

As a rule of thumb, more than an inch and a half of blank space between the last line of text (or 

bottom of table or figure with text above it) rarely occurs.  

Placement of Tables or Figures on Pages Without Text 

 Placing tables or figures on pages without text often simplifies the formatting process. 

Two, three, or four smaller tables or figures (or combinations of tables and figures) can be placed 

together on a page without text as long as one to three blank (single line-spaced) lines can be 
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fitted in between them. If a figure or table (or group of tables and figures) is placed on a page 

without text, it should be centered top to bottom on the page as demonstrated by Figures 1 and 2. 

Placement of Tables or Figures in Appendices 

 Tables or figures can also be placed in one or more appendix. Using an appendix for 

tables or figures allows the reader to flip through all graphic material without interruption by 

text. It should be noted that all options of table or figure placement—on page with text, on page 

without text, and/or in appendices—can be used within the same thesis. Be aware that the 

numbering of tables or figures is determined by the order in which they are mentioned in the text 

rather than their order of appearance in the text, so combining tables or figures in text with tables 

or figures in appendices requires extra care to clarify their location to readers. 

The Numbering of Tables and Figures 

 If a table or figure is placed in chapters, it must be numbered. If a table or figure is 

specifically referred to in the text it must be numbered (whether the table or figure is located in 

chapters or in appendices). However if graphic material is placed in appendices and is not 

discussed in the text as a specific item, it does not have to be numbered or listed in the list of 

tables or list of figures. For instance, all of the graphic material that is contained in the 

appendices in this document would have to be numbered and formatted as figures if this graphic 

material had been placed in chapters.  

Tables of More Than One Page 

 Tables can fill more than one page. However, the table must be large enough to fill a 

complete page before it continues to a second page. Table 1 illustrates the formatting for a multi-

page table. There is no end line at the bottom of a table that continues to another page. Each new 

page of a table after its first page begins with the word “TABLE” in all upper case letters and 
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bold font, then the table number, then a period and one space.  The word “Continued” with an 

upper case “C” and bold font follows.  The headers used on the first page of the table must be 

repeated as the first row of each page of a long table. 

Wording of Figure Captions 

 Special attention should be given to the wording of figure captions due to the rule about 

truncating figure captions when listed in the list of figures. Only the words up to the first period 

of a figure caption should be listed in the list of figures. The words in figure captions do not have 

to be grammatical sentences to end in a period. Therefore, it is often easier to begin a figure 

caption with a brief phrase ending with a period and then continue with description or 

explanation of the figure with as many sentences as needed. All of the figures in this document 

begin with a descriptive phrase. 

Formatting with Landscape Orientation 

 Also, since figures must fit on a single page, it can be necessary to use landscape rather 

than portrait orientation. (Tables with many columns can be formatted with landscape orientation 

as well.) Figure 3 demonstrates the formatting for landscape orientation.  Tables or figures using 

landscape orientation must be placed on a page without text. The top of a table or figure using 

landscape orientation should begin at what is normally the left margin and fit inside all required 

margins. The page number must be centered and located just above what is normally the bottom 

one inch margin. The easiest way to move and rotate the page number is by using a text box. 

Contact the Thesis and Dissertation Office for help if you have trouble formatting a landscape 

oriented figure or table.



 

 

   FIGURE 3. Landscape orientation. A figure or table in landscape orientation begins at what is normally the left margin. The 
   page number is moved and rotated using a text box so that it is located in the same area of the page as other page  numbers  
   on other pages.

17 
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CHAPTER 5 

APPENDICES AND CITATION LISTS 

 Appendices and citation lists follow the text of your thesis. Because the formatting of 

appendices and citation lists can be very different from the text, simple title pages (sometimes 

called half page title pages because the title is placed halfway down the page) are used to alert 

the reader that a new section is beginning. 

Appendices 

 Appendices have only three requirements. First, all material in appendices must fit inside 

the margins: one inch top, right bottom and left margin. Second, all pages of the appendices 

(including title pages) must have page numbers following the sequence of page numbers in the 

text. Third, each appendix must have a simple title page before the first page of the appendix. 

Title Pages for Appendices 

 For appendix title pages, all words use uppercase letters and bold font. Lines are double 

line spaced. The text is centered—left to right and top to bottom—on the page. The page number 

of the title page is the page number indicated in the table of contents. 

 If there is only one appendix, the first line of the title is the word “APPENDIX” 

(quotation marks are used in the text but they should not be used on the title page). The 

following line (or lines) gives the title of the appendix. For a long appendix title, fill the line with 

text before continuing to another line. 

 If there is more than one appendix, an introductory title page is used. The only word on 

this introductory title page is “APPENDICES.” The next page is the title page for the first 

appendix. The first line is “APPENDIX A” and the next line (or lines) gives the title of Appendix 
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A. A title page comes before the first page of each appendix, indicating a letter sequence 

(APPENDIX B, APPENDIX C, etc.) and giving the title of each appendix. 

Citation Lists 

 The creation of new analysis based on previous research is a time-honored tradition of the 

academic community. Dodson (2008) recalled an era before computers when “everyone in the 

department celebrated when a member of the faculty published a manuscript [and] . . . the author 

passed around reprints for others to see” (p. 2795). With the advent of computers it is still 

important to document the source of your information to avoid accusations of plagiarism and 

guide the reader to the facts within the ever expanding labyrinth of information sources. 

Citation List Format 

 The formatting of each citation is determined by the style guides, but the University 

Guidelines Manual has rules about the formatting of the citation list itself. A simple title page 

comes before the first page of the citation list. Like title pages for appendices, all words use 

uppercase letters and bold font. The text is centered—left to right and top to bottom—on the 

page. The page number of the title page is the page number indicated in the table of contents. 

The title of the citation list varies according to the style guide used, but the most common titles 

are “Bibliography,” “References” and “Works Cited.” 

 The title is repeated (in all upper case letters, bold font and centered) above the first 

citation in the citation list. Each citation uses single line spacing with a blank line between each 

citation. Each citation uses a hanging indent, which means that the first line begins at the left 

margin and all other lines are indented. Avoid splitting the last citation on a page onto the two 

pages by moving it so that it is complete at the top of the next page.  
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APPENDIX A 

EXAMPLES OF TITLE PAGE FOR PROJECT REPORT AND TITLE PAGE FOR 

DISSERTATION AND SIGNATURE PAGES FOR THESIS, PROJECT REPORT AND 

DISSERTATION 
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This is an example of a title page for a project report. 
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This is an example of a title page for a dissertation. 
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This is an example of a thesis signature page. 
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This is an example of a project report signature page. 
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This is an example of a signature page for a dissertation. 
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APPENDIX B 

EXAMPLE OF A COPYRIGHT PAGE  
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This is an example of a copyright page. The copyright page is optional. If it is used, it should be 
placed after the title page. The copyright page does not have a page number. 
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APPENDIX C 

EXAMPLES OF A LIST OF WORKS AND A LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS  
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This is an example of a list of works, sometimes used for manuscripts from School of Art and the 
Theatre Arts Department. The footnote at the bottom is required. 
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This is an example of a list of abbreviations. This page is not required. If it is used, it is placed 
after the list of tables and/or the list of figures. 
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APPENDIX D 

EXAMPLE OF A PAGE WITH FOOTNOTES AND EXAMPLES OF TWO 

BIBLIOGRAPHIES USING TURABIAN/CHICAGO STYLE 
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This is an example of a page with footnotes. Notice the two inch separator line. Also the first line 
of each footnote uses a half inch indent and a blank line is used between footnotes if more than 
one footnote is on the page. 
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This is an example of a bibliography using Turabian/Chicago style. 
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This is an example of bibliography with citations separated into categories. The titles of the 
categories use first level subhead format. 
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APPENDIX E 

EXAMPLES OF REFERENCE LIST WITH BRACKETED CITATIONS AND 

REFERENCES LIST WITH NUMBERED CITATIONS 
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This is an example of a references list with bracketed numbers for each citation. Notice the 
hanging indent for each citation in which the lines following the first line use extra indentation.  
Note: The format used within the citations should not be used as examples of citation format 
style. 
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This is an example of a references list with numbered citations. Notice the hanging indent for 
each citation in which the lines following the first line use extra indentation.  Note: The format 
used within the citations should not be used as examples of citation format style. 
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